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Company Overview

ToXSL Technologies is an ISO 27001:2013 and ISO 9001:2015 certified mobile and web
application  company  in  India.  We  are  expertise  in  developing  custom applications  and
software  products.  Our  clients  include  start-ups,  digital  agencies,  large  enterprises,  and
small businesses.

ToXSL is  a Development agency focused on providing cost-effective products  with full
client  satisfaction  from  mobile  apps  to  Website  Development.  It  delivers  applications,
services,  and mobile  websites  on every  platform.  ToXSL will  put  you in  front  of  your
customers on devices they access most with information and tools that make it easy for
ToXSL to connect with their audience.

ToXSL’s commitment to reach its audience with targeted marketing will put you far ahead
of  your  competitors.  We’re  here  to  help  with  all  of  your  Mobile  Application  and Web
Services needs,  and we have thorough analytics that  is  measurable for  making strategic
Application development decisions.

Team Size: 500+

If you have any questions, regarding ToXSL, please send an email at  info@toxsl.com or
direct at (+91) 9569747788.

Why ToXSL?

Excellent rating, review, reputation on bidding sites:

 Upwork rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 PPH rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Guru rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Clutch rating (4.8 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Appfutura rating (5 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 GoodFirms rating (5 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

We have completed 5000+ Projects & 2000+ clients all over the world.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Social  networking  sites  are  becoming  extremely  popular  by  providing  a  new  way  of
information sharing and knowledge dissemination. Also, they are being identified as the
popular channels for getting prepared for a disaster. In this project, we are aiming to create a
social networking application that plays a reliable source of information about an individual.

Our Portfolio: https://toxsl.com/portfolio/

1.2 Design Goals

The module should be designed in such a way, that users will find it easy and intuitive to
use. The module should be easy to navigate and understand. An efficient design is especially
important, because if users are unable to use the module, then a major project goal may be
left  unfulfilled,  namely to provide an effective  platform to support  collaboration among
group members.

1.3 Project Scope

A social-networking project that is to chat with each other, share photos/videos with friends
as well as event booking and ticketing also.

2 Key Features

2.1 Free web space – Each member is provided free web space to publish content.

2.2 Free web address – Each member gets a unique web address that becomes the identity
of that individual or business.  The members can then use their  web address or URL to
promote themselves or their business.

2.3 Build conversations –  Content posted by members can be browsed and commented
upon by all members who form part of the community. Content can also be tagged from
third-party sites on subjects that interest the group.

2.4 Chat client –  Most Social Networking Sites have chat clients and members who can
chat with each other in real-time.

2.5 E-mail –  Members can send e-mails to each other. The Social Networking Sites also
send e-mail alerts whenever a member is tagged in a third-party post. This enables members
to learn when a fellow member has connected to them.
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3 Flow-Diagrams
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4 Applications Developed

4.1 GodScoop

GodScoop is a Christian social media platform that connects users with others around the world so
that  they can enjoy many of  the benefits  the social  media platforms provide—just  without  the
negativity and toxic environment.

Screenshot:

4.2 Australia Market

Australian market platform is a comparison platform having functionalities like chat, social media
integration, promotion rewards functionality.
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Screenshot:

4.3 Social community

Social community site provides easy to use community platform where users from the different
region can register, learn and teach the different regional languages to and from the friends.
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Screenshot:

4.4 5D Living

5D Living is an iPhone/Android app and provides you with daily tips on how to move from living 
in this 4-dimensional mindset to the freedom of the 5th dimension. The app is free, and you do not 
have to provide any personal information to use it.
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Screenshot:

4.5 Handshake

Handshake is the best place to get your network and start your business. This application works for
Network Marketers so that they can add each other and make some business around them.
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Screenshot:

4.6 Time We Unite

Time We Unite is a Survey app for B6 activists to collect the answers to survey questions regarding
unionization and collect the contact information from their fellow workers.
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Screenshot:

4.7 Here

Here is the platform where the user can create a profile and can view the people, restaurants, places,
and events through the app and website.
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Screenshot:

4.8 Marina Chat

Join Marina chat rooms, meet new people, chat, share and make new friends with local strangers.
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Screenshot:

4.9 Stage Book

Through stage  booking you can  book your  stage  for  events  and  although  you also  book your
favorite artist show.
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Screenshot:

4.10 E-Ticket

An E-Ticket offers a quick and easy way to book tickets online for current and upcoming events and
movies.
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Screenshot:

4.11 Hayacom

Hayacom is an Arab social communication application to meet the needs of the pioneers of the Arab
countries to promote real social communication and actual visits through modern technology in line
with the social media boom.
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Screenshot:

4.12 TeleFlock

Executive keeps you in control of your network with security, reliability, and analytic, giving you
the power to define your employees’ communication choices.
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Screenshot:

4.13 Project Manager's App

Project manager's App help in our free daily tips and periodic blog. If you are determined to fast-
track your career, there is a Podcast available by subscription that will be delivered to your phone or
tablet on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, every week for six months or a year. These are bite-
sized, 15-minute audio broadcast that provides the best mentoring advice you can find anywhere,
advice from experienced project managers.
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Screenshot:

4.14 Event One

Event one is the most elegant and easy-to-use event application also it works perfectly with Google
Calendar and built-in iOS Calendar.
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Screenshot:

4.15 Caboodle Event

Caboodle  is  a  multi-utility  application.  Use  it  to  capture  photos  from the  camera,  annotate  in
multiple colors, record audio notes and save or e-mail the package, all this right from your Android
phone without the need to switch applications. Caboodle even tags your message with location,
date, and time.
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Screenshot:

4.16 Bobuy

Bobuy is the best coupon app in Hong Kong where you can find hot deals for fitness, spa, beauty,
events, and celebrate with friends and family.
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Screenshot:

4.17 Family Loop
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Stay connected with family by creating private  groups that  will  let  you instantly  share videos,
pictures, text, and more.

Screenshot:

4.18 Tiger Brewery Tour
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Tiger Brewery is amazing for tours, activities, and travel experiences in destinations worldwide also
for seminar and events booking.

Screenshot:

4.19 AirQ

AirQ is the app that gets you to the front of the queue faster than you can wave a tenner at the
bartender.
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Screenshot:

4.20 PressRooms

PressRooms App is an innovative and user-friendly aggregate of official press releases from global
Governmental and inter-Governmental players. It aggregates on a real-time basis all publications
made by the most relevant Press Offices in the world.
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Screenshot:

4.21 ePageViewer

ePageViewer is a tool provided by Aglaia Software, Inc. which enables the user to view stunning
digital publications.
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Screenshot:

4.22 The Golden Network

The Golden Network celebrated its official launch at Vogue House – the very height of elegance and
sophistication.  As  a  major  partner  of  this  exciting  new  members'  community.  The  Golden
Network'sguests, including journalists, partners, and friends.
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Screenshot:

4.23 InstaCity

InstaCity is a must-have bar and nightlife app if you are into having a fun night out, but also like a
great  deal.  Mapping  software  is  a  great  way  to  easily  find  new bars,  happy hours,  and other
exclusive specials just by scrolling around a clean color-coded map.
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Screenshot:

5 Conclusion

The above is a gist of how we plan to take the project further. But, we are flexible enough &
will  work  with  you on  the  project  until  you are  happy.  Thank  you  very  much for  the
opportunity! We hope to work together with you to build your business!
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